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of 'domicil^ simpler and more workable and more in accord
with the Continental conception of habitual home* The justi-
fication for statutory intervention is that there is a growing
tendency on the Continent to substitute domicil for nationality
as the test of the personal law, but at the same time a natural
reluctance to absorb the English principles in toto.1
/       -position of corporations?
A connexion with a particular country must be assigned to Factors
a corporation in order that the different rights and obligations ™™^*
by which it is affected may be determinable by the appropriate tion with a
system of law. The subject is not free from difficulty, for the
facts, such as nationality, domicil and residence, which connect
the individual with a country are at first sight a little incon-
gruous with the nature of an artificial person. Reasoning based
on the analogy of a human being is apt to appear somewhat
forced and strained. Nevertheless, the analogy has in general
been followed by the courts, and the result of their decisions is
that in the eyes of the law a corporation may be connected witji *'
a. particular country by reason" of any tones of the following
factors: Presence. Residej^^DomiciJL"^^	Each "of ;!
-«*— i     ^ — -.-£•<{*}   &   u^h^«l  Cy '*bd i ••" O *m^3? -t-      i     r
these requires separate treatment, smccrtne country whose law,
governs the various matters concerning a corporation varies
with the character of the question requiring a decision.
^/(i) Presence. The decision in 1872 that a foreign corporation j
is capable of being sued in England3 necessitated some principle
by which to determine its amenability to the jurisdiction.4 It is vice of
essential to the exercise of jurisdiction that process should be Proccss
served upon the defendant, and Order 9, Rule 8, of the Rules
of the Supreme Court directs how this is to be done in the case
of a corporation. It provides as follows :
In the absence of any statutory provision regulating service of pro-
cess, every writ of summons issued against a corporation aggregate may
be served on the mayor or other head officer or on the town clerk,
treasurer, or secretary of such corporation.
The Order does not in terms require that the corporation
should be resident or domiciled or incorporated within the
1	4^-Q- 39etsecl<l-	m?   „    .         ,
2	I acknowledge my heavy indebtedness to Farnswortn, The Rfstdence &&d
Domicil of Corporations. For otter literature see 2 Grotius Society 59 et seqq,;
49 L.Q.R* 334 et seqq.; 22 H.L*R* I et seqq.
3	Nffeofy v. Van Qppen (1872), L.R. 7 Q.B. 293.
4	See, for a foil account, Farnsworth, op, cit, pp. 148 et seqq.

